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It needs a bigger effort to search a website that is not found
on the first page results since the ranking also depends on the
Search Engine Optimization (SEO). These rankings are
determined by the search engines algorithm [4]. And phone
number can be written in several formats. So, it needs to do a
repeated search for each telephone number.

Abstract—The online fraud mode is still rife, either through
Short Message Service (SMS) or website. The problems that exist
are: many people cannot distinguish fraudulent and official
websites, tracking sites by the police is less effective because it is
only done one by one based on reported websites, whereas one
fraud perpetrator can have multiple websites. Search websites on
search engines require enormous effort, as not all of those
websites are related to the fraud being tracked, shown on the
first page. This research employs the Google Site Search
Scrapping data in the form of Application Programmable
Interface which allows offline data management, so that the
search becomes more flexible and unlimited per page. The
purpose of this tracking system is to track and find fraudulent
websites based on certain keywords. The tracking procedure is
adopted based on the Special Criminal Investigation Unit of
Yogyakarta Regional Police Department. The keywords used for
the input data is telephone number or website address. The
telephone number is then filtered and break down into area code,
space character, and number separator using regular expression
(regex) method. The testing method of this study is done by using
Software Usability Test method, which produced score 68.8. A
score minimum for a system that can accepted are 68. So, based
on the results of testing, known that the system is acceptable. The
implementation of a tracking system it allows the police found
some site false of one report, so to minimize the number of dupes.

It is known that Google provides a Uniform Resource
Location (URL) along with its web content that is available
online in the form of Application Programmable Interface
(API). All things on the internet are indexed by search engines
that it needs an enormous size of database. This also causes
another problem when we want to find the desired website. In
addition, phone numbers used in online fraud contacts can be
written variously, for example: numbers with country code,
numbers with 3-digit separation or by insertion of other
characters. Those cases make search process become more
serious because it requires to repeat different keywords for
every search.
This research is conducted using the dataservice API with
XML format which is provided publicly by the search engines
to be used in the process of tracking. Regular Expression
(RegEx) is a flexible and concise notation for searching and
replacing text patterns, where the main function is to find and
replace text patterns [5]. RegEx can identify a pattern of data
that will be taken from the results of information retrieval from
search engines or web scrapping automatically [6]. As a
consequence, RegEx method may able to help police officers in
retrieving fraudulent sites information from the internet by
keyword expansion.
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I. INTRODUCTION
According to the Head of Criminal Investigation Unit in
South Jakarta Police Department, Adjunct Senior
Commissioner of Police (AKBP) Audie Latuheru, they
received 1-2 reports per day about fraud crimes during the year
2009-2010. While year 2011 until 2012, the number was raised
to 2-3 reports per day. Reports are getting more increasing to 34 reports every day during this year [1]. A phone number used
in a fraud case is also possible to be used on several websites at
once.

The implementation of web scrapping has been studied by
Josi, et al. [7]. Their research resulted in a search engine
application by applying web scraping technique to extract
information of scientific journal articles from several academic
portals from Indonesia and abroad, then store them into a
database automatically. Unfortunately, the numbers used as the
data input were not converted into various formats. As a result,
the implementation of telephone number searching for scrap
web information tracking cannot be done. This research
develops a keyword splitter so that the search can be done once
with various forms of phone number.

The difficulty of fraud sites tracking led people to report
fraudulent sites. This is because the process of checking by the
police service is based on data reported by people affected by
fraud. Tracking process is done by visiting the website one by
one, as it considered less effective and spends longer time from
the searching process until fraud is positively detected. In
addition, limitations of technological skills of police officers
also become a problem [2, 3].
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Regular expression can be used to solve various stringrelated problems such as done by Jia Liu and Huseng Liao [8]
and [9] which conclude that polynomial time algorithm in
XML literacy checking is more effective than the automated
practical approach. Another study was conducted by Artur
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Backurs and Piotir Indyk [10] which concluded that the
complexity of regular expression matching can be
characterized by depth, while matching and membership
testing can be resolved quickly.

1. int preg_match ( string $pattern , string $subject
2.

This research attempts to apply expression online regular
on fraud tracking system based on the number cell phones and
address website. This research produces software web-based
with 2 the level of users, the community as dupes, and
investigators cops do tracking on the website associated with
the password sought. Tracing made to the site of a web that
was available at the base of google data through google site
search fire. So, the application of a tracking system it reduces
dupes online.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Source Code 1. The command to break the input format of the
mobile phone number with the addition of characters

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Materials

B. Methods
The steps taken to solve the problem of this online fraud
tracking system include:

1) Cyber crime
There are two types of cybercrime [11]. The first type is a
crime that targets computers, computer networks or electronic
devices. There are four categories of this type, which is
described as follows:
1.

Unauthorized access offences, for example: hacking.

2.

Malicious codes offences, for example: the spread of
viruses and worms.

3.

Interruption of services offences, for example: DOS
(Denial of Service) attack that keeps the server busy.

4.

Theft or misuse of services, such as theft, or using
someone else's account.

1) Requirement Analysis
To determine the system requirement, we conducted a
study of literatures and observed the process of reports
submission from the fraud victims. Users this system
consisting of: 1) People who becomes the victims of fraud and
2) Police Department who tracks those fraud cases based on
report, in the form of phone numbers and/or website address
used by the perpetrator of fraud.
Analysis of main user needs and system requirements can
be described as follows:
a) People
x The public can register on the system

The second type of crime is a crime that makes computers,
computer networks and electronic devices a tool to commit
crimes. This type is divided into 3 parts, which mentioned as
follows:
1.

2.

3.

[, array &$matches [, int $flags = 0 [, int $offset
= 0 ]]] );
int
preg_match_all(
string
$pattern
,
string
$subject [, array &$matches [, int $flags =
PREG_PATTERN_ORDER [, int $offset = 0 ]]] );
mixed
preg_replace(
mixed
$pattern
,
mixed
$replacement , mixed $subject [, int $limit = -1 [,
int &$count ]] );
array preg_split ( string $pattern , string $subject
[, int $limit = -1 [, int $flags = 0 ]] );
string preg_quote( string $str [, string $delimiter
= NULL ] );
array preg_grep string $pattern , array $input [,
int $flags = 0 ] );

x People can report online fraud based on telephone
number or website address

Content violation offences, for example: pornography
involving
children,
revealing
secret
military
information, and IP violations.

x View the status of fraudulent reports
b) Police Department
x Police can see and track sites based on keywords,
websites, mobile numbers from google search data.

Unauthorized alteration of data, or software for personal
or organizational gain, for example online fraud. This
section is the main focus of our research.

x The police may change the status of progress reports

Improper use of telecommunications, for example:
cyberstalking, spamming, use of services for the
purpose of committing crimes.

2) System Design
As general, the system architecture is shown in Fig. 1. This
system will track fraud based on data input accomplished by
the police officers. The process of tracking then be executed
through the internet along with the website data which is
indexed by Google as a form of dataservice.

2) Regular Expression
The input filtering process in this study is utilizing a
Regular Expression method. Regular Expression (REGEX) is a
language construct for text matching based on a particular
pattern, especially for complex cases.
In addition, REGEX is also very powerful specifically in
word parsing process. Regular expression allows us to search,
substitute, or separate strings in complex cases [5]. Here is the
Regex PHP function using PCRE and PCRE function syntax in
PHP is displayed in Source Code 1.

Fig. 1. Request data from the google system via the API.
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(2) The preprocessing phase include: filtering phone
number from those various additional characters
(spaces, characters, or area code). The detection
command is displayed in Source Code 1.

Description of data request design from google system
through API can be seen in Fig. 2. This paper completes the
design inside line strip box. And Fraud filtering process will be
completed in the future work.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

function hp_num($nohp) {
$role_hp = array(' ','(',')','.','-');
foreach ($role_hp as $value) {
$nohp = str_replace($value,"",$nohp);
} $nohp =
str_replace("+62","0",$nohp);
return $nohp; }

Source Code 1. The command to break the input format of the mobile
phone number with the addition of characters.

(3) The command in source code 1 is the regex code
used to create a mobile phone number format
based on the number of strings or numbers.
Source code 2 is the code used to create a mobile
phone number format to track the phone number
of fraudsters, which will be inserted into array.
As examples, the number formats that will be
appeared are such as 0812-2345-6789,
+628123456789, +62-812-3456-789, or +

62812-3456-789. This process will only
search once, without repeating the search for
the other format of numbers.

(4) Each type of number will be parsed using
Regular Expression with the command in Source
Code 2. Source Code 2 is the code used to create
a mobile phone number format to track the phone
number of fraudsters, which will be inserted into
array. Tracking process will be performed on the
dataservice provided by Google, while the
retrieval process will be done with web
scrapping. The data read will also be filtered with
regular expression to detect the telephone number
or just a regular number.
(5) The data will be filtered from duplicate searching
result.
(6) Search results indicated by online fraud will be
displayed. Once found the URL data of the
website in accordance with the search, then the
next stage is sorting to be stored into the database
tracking system or not related to the case of
fraud.

Fig. 2. Diagram of the process of tracking a phone number in Google's
scraping data.

Process orders in Fig. 2 are described as follows:
(1) The process will start from inputting the fraud short
message service (SMS) or phone number. The
sequence for detecting phone numbers in sms strings,
such as:
a)

Detection number in SMS string using
command:

$get_str=preg_match('/([0-9]+)/',
$value);

b) Remove string on the number using
command:
preg_replace('/[^0-9\']/','',
$value);
c)

1. function hp_digit_split($hp){
2. if (strlen($hp) == 10){
3. preg_match("/(\d{4})(\d{3})(\d{3})/",$hp,$o_num);
4. $o_hp = "{$o_num[1]}-{$o_num[2]}-{$o_num[3]}";
5. } else if (strlen($hp) == 11){
6. preg_match("/(\d{4})(\d{4})(\d{3})/",$hp,$o_num);
7. $o_hp = "{$o_num[1]}-{$o_num[2]}-{$o_num[3]}";
8. } else if (strlen($hp) == 12){
9. preg_match("/(\d{4})(\d{4})(\d{4})/",$hp,$o_num);
10.
$o_hp = "{$o_num[1]}-{$o_num[2]}-{$o_num[3]}"
11. } else { $o_hp = $hp; }
12. return $o_hp; }

And then check the first number. Check the
first number. If starting from +62 or 081 or
088 and another phone number format.

d) The number will be calculated whether 10, 11
or 12 digits. Where appropriate then it will be
returned as telephone number.

SMS format including string and number phone. And the
phone number format entered will be vary, including the
addition of a country code, area code or a 3-digit separator
character, for example: +62xxxxxxxxxx, 08xxxxxxxxxxxx,
08xx-xxx-xxx (x is assumed as numbers).

Source Code 2. Display the format of mobile phone number.
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3) Implementation
System implementation stage is the process of altering
the design and database forms into the programming
language. We adapt HTML, CSS, JavaScript, JQuery, and
Ajax JQuery used to build interface, while PHP language
for processing data and MySQL for its database
management system.
Fig. 3 depicts the reporting system layout view. The home
page will display the flowchart for reporting information,
recent posts, updated fraud sites and tips on handling fraud.
Fig. 4. Display tracked web page using phone number for keyword.

Questions with even order (negative sentence) works with
rules as follows: scores are calculated at 5 minus / minus the
position scale (5-xi). The overall SUS score is earned by
contributing item scores to 2.5, so the overall SUS score is in
the range 0-100 with the addition of or increment every 2.5
points.
∑

Where ri is the ith
respondents.

=
(1)
respondent, N is the number of

From Table I we are able to determine the result of Alpha
Test after utilizing System Usability Scale (SUS) method,
while its results can be seen in Table I, and description analysis
on Fig. 5.
TABLE I.

Fig. 3. Display reporting system.

III. RESULTS
Tracking process based on phone number will be displayed
on Fig. 4.
Testing phase was fulfilled by conducting Blackbox test
and Software Usability Test (SUS). The Chief of the Special
Crime Investigation Unit of the Yogyakarta Regional Police
Department played role as a respondent to do the Blackbox
testing.
The purpose of testing phase is to find out the conformity
between the tracking process and the requirements so that the
quality of the system can be guaranteed.
Based on the results of business function and process
testing, it is concluded that the system is able to be used to
assist the tracking process of online fraud cases.
For the Alpha test, there is an odd sequence Quote (positive
sentence), which score is calculated on a minus 1 (xi-1)
position scale.
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USABILITY SCALE (SUS)
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Fig. 5. Description Analysis for SUS System.

IV. CONCLUSION
A tracking system cheating online use regular expression
use the service of data from google fire has been served in this
paper. There are two level users: community as reporter and
police as user system to trace the cheating. Tracking through
the phone number or address the site reported by the public.
Next, do tracking system on the website indexed by Google
search engine, through google search fire site. The
implementation of this system is expected to facilitate the
police to overcome fraud cases, so that minimize the number of
fraud victims.
Further research to be done is to filter the sites that have
been found based on the keywords entered. The filtering is
based on the website indicated by fraud. The criteria of a
website indicated website fraud is based on the rules in the
police.
Respondents test over each 30 people and 10 questions.
Questions given concerned with application and comfort when
using system. Next, the results of the questionnaire analyzed
by using the method testing SUS. Based on the average, SUS
score of respondents reached 68.8 caused the system is stated
in the acceptable categories. Minimum score accepted is 68.
Fig. 5. shows that all the questions to 30 respondents valid.
Value minimum answer is 1, which means strongly disagree.
While value maximum is 5, which means totally agree.
Application of regular expression in system l. Testing
software by using the method alpha test against 30 respondents
with 10 questions. The results of the analysis SUS 68.8
categorized as C, apply but can be developed. Further research
will be increased based on the results of the low.
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